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ABSTRApt
 
This study explores the re|.ationship between student
 
satisfaction and faculty responsiveness to student concerns.
 
"Action Research" was employed. Data analysis focused on
 
group comparisons. Participants ^ ere able to address
 
concerns relevant to the educational life of students. A
 
I
 
pre-test and post-test survey design gauged changes in
 
student satisfaction levels as a result of participating in
 
■ ■ ■ ■ - ■ " ! 
the development of a Question-and-Answer Newsletter.
 
Participating students anonymously submitted questions and
 
!
 
Concerns to which the faculty responded. The issue of 
. ' ■ . ■ ■ i ■ ' 
program evaluation and accduntabijlity demands that schools 
of social work accommodate the vairying agendas of multiple 
constituencies. Students, as a constituency and as consumers 
of the institution's services, arje a primary source for 
feedback. This study facilitated 'this by engaging students 
in a dialogue with faculty in a spfe, constructive manner. 
Schools of social work could use 'similar models of research
 
and intervention, not only to enhance services to students,
 
but to improve program effectiveness as well.
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INTRODUCTION
 
I

Problem Statement
 
; ! . . .
 
Rising out of the cry for accountability by the
 
taxpaying public, schools of social work along with other
 
institutions of higher learning have had to evaluate their
 
own effectiveness through stern Cajoling and sometimes kid-

gloved coercion. Historically, most schools of social work
 
would not choose to engage in program assessment (Buchan,
 
■ ' ' i ■ . ■ • ■ ■ 
1991). As the taxpaying public apd private interest groups
 
have congruently stripped them of assessment immunity, the
 
Council on Social Work Education|has had to clearly
 
delineate the assessment responsibilities of schools of
 
social work. These often rigorous requirements and standards
 
specify the parameters for Curriculum needs, educational
 
policies, and expected instructional outcomes. Despite the
 
comprehensive nature of these standards, however, they lack
 
a clear focus regarding the weight of student satisfaction
 
in the measurement of program effectiveness.
 
The trepidation that school^ must experience as they
 
bandy about the notion of includijng the perceptions of
 
i .
 
students in their program: evaluat|ion,is understandable and
 
reasonable. However, to permit stludents the opportunity to
 
evaluate their satisfaction with jprogramming, in light of
 
all of the stressors that impact their lives and judgement.
 
  
 
 
 
can be considered a strong statetnent of support to student 
■ ■ ' • ' I ' ■ ' ■ ' ■ 
concerns. And, more specifically^ to request that students 
■ I ' ■
evaluate faculty and administrative responsiveness to
 
' . ■ ■ ' ' 1 ■ ■ ; ' ■ ■ ■ 
pressing collective concerns, is!a risk that can demonstrate
 
the willingness of schools to reasonably accommodate the
 
,i ' ;
 
concerns of one of their more important constituencies, the 
' , ■ ■ ■ ■ I - ' 
student body. !
 
Key ingredients to successful program assessment of
 
higher education are faculty and!student involvement in
 
addition to administrative and stiaff support (Buchan, 1991).
 
A paradigm shift behooves the interest of the evaluated.
 
Making the conscious effort to view and utilize evaluation
 
as a tool for program improvement and less as a criticism Of
 
current program performance becon|es a vital aspect of the
 
evaluation process. !
 
This adjustment in perceptiqn increases in importance
 
when seemingly competing agendas iare a part of the
 
evaluation equation. Nettles (198j7) listed as his first
 
■ I ■■ ■ 
principle of good assessment the Implementation of a
 
multidimensional approach. This was to, include, among other
 
aspects of the program, student retention data, student
 
satisfaction with curriculum, andi student feedback surveys.
 
The latter of these can become a pontentious issue as the
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
recipient of services is, to som^ degree, empowered to voice
 
■ ' ■ ' . ■ ■ 
concerns regarding the delivery of services.
 
1 ■ . ■ . ■ 
It is clear that the educational institution serves 
, ' i : " ■ ■ 
various needs in the community. Only one of these is the 
provision of instructional services to its students. To draw 
a parallel between students receiving instruction at an 
institution to customers purchasing goods from a business 
fully negates that the tuition paid by students covers only 
a fraction of the cost at both public and private 
■ • ■ ■ ■ i ■ ■ . ■ ■■ ■ 
institutions. A more pragmatic assessment is that these
 
institutions are accountable to a| varied, political, and
 
■ i . 
complex set of constituencies. Thjis complexity, however, 
does not diminish the importance lof any of the affected
 
parties.
 
1 : . , ■ ■ ■ 
In employing evaluation compbnents that incorporate 
measures of student satisfaction,! the potential for some 
disquiet is real. Giving thoughtful weight to one 
constituent's needs, invariably cpmpetes with the agenda of
 
another's. The soothing tone of rfeasonability must
 
.. - i :
 
predominate.
 
I
 
I
 
In the arena of graduate social work education, to
 
determine that satisfaction of students should be a measure 
■ ■ ! ■ • 
of program effectiveness seems to^call into subjective
 
question the efforts of well-meaning and very competent
 
  
 
 
 
faculty and administration. And because graduate students
 
participate in educational programs in moving dynamic
 
streams, the reality exists for potentially disruptive
 
changes in faculty and administration.
 
' ■ i ■ ' . . 
The evaluation of this relationship, student
 
satisfaction as it relates to faculty responsiveness, is an
 
important problem for exploration. This study is needed
 
because often students have very'real or perceived fe^rs
 
about engaging faculty in meaningful, constructive, problem
 
" i ' ■ 
solving discussions. The anonymous participation afforded to 
i ■ 
the participants in this study served as a vital link toward
 
the beginnings of a dialogue thaf could prove very useful.
 
This research may serve as a catalyst to strengthening
 
faculty, student ties. .
 
It may become a launching pad for discussion of issues
 
' ■ ■ i 
that are sometimes not necessarily addressed in strict
 
program evaluation. It strengtheris a paradigm for mutual
 
problem solving that employs diplomacy and respect for all
 
parties' concerns. And perhaps ofi greatest significance is
 
that it serves as a tangible learning tool for the graduate
 
. ■ ■ ■ - i ■ 
social work student in emulating imany of the ethics and
 
standards for which the professio|n is respected.
 
  
 
 
 
Problem Focus !
 
Dramatic increases in student enrollment and demands in
 
M.S.W. programs nationwide have itorced M.S.W. programs to
 
"make difficult choices about how to meet these demands with
 
static or slowly growing facultyjresources,(McMurtry &
 
McClelland, 1997). A balance in ihe;energies expended to
 
meet the needs of all concerned parties is therefore a more
 
judicious use of resources. |
 
Understanding the various affected constituencies
 
guides M.S.W. programs toward mote effective evaluation of
 
programming and delivery of services. One of these groups is
 
the students themselves.
 
Social work students tend tb be empathic and are more
 
apt to identify with uhderprivileged populations (Black,
 
■ , • j ■ ■ 
1993). Professional ethic calls'for these students to become
 
■ ' ■ ■ i ' 
advocates and tools of empowerment as they enter the 
■ ■ , ^ ! ■ ' ■ ' 
profession of social work. It den|ands that they respect the
 
dignity of each individual and tljat the principle of "self
 
determination" predominate. As the challenge of student
 
, . ■ ' ' ' ' ■ ■ ■ ■ 1. ' ■ 
satisfaction as an indicator of program effectiveness is
 
recognized and embraced, the impdrtance of this basic
 
understanding of the social work istudent comes to the fore.
 
■ ! • 
As schools of social work evaluatje their own effectiveness,
 
in addition to improving programtrling, it becomes clear that
 
  
 
involving students in their own empowerment can also be an
 
invaluable tool in reinforcing the ethics of social work.
 
. , , I ■ ■ 
The National Association of;Social Workers' Code of
 
Ethics delineates standards of conduct that all professional
 
social workers are expected to adhere to. Among these are
 
standards that include the individual's right to self
 
i •
 
determination and the responsibility of the social worker to
 
facilitate informed participation, in shaping institutions.
 
The institution of graduate social work education is a
 
potential forum for active learning of these very basic
 
professional standards. A more apt microcosm of the
 
complexities of the greater exterior political and social
 
milieu could not have been created by the profession for the
 
inculcation of the profession's ethics.
 
I
 
The internalization of these ethics and of the larger
 
professional core values is a fuhction of graduate social
 
work education. Values are conceptual abstractions drawn
 
■ ! ■ 
from immediate experience, are affectively charged, and
 
consequently become criteria for directing action (Hunter &
 
Saleeby, 1978). It follows that the immediate experience in
 
the.instance of this study is the| involvement of the
 
students in the exchange of inforjitiation and ideas and
 
perhaps even in the sometimes inejvitable changing of the
 
landscape of the institution.
 
  
 
This study, a student satisfaction survey that
 
employed action based research methods, served to empower
 
the students in this M.S.W. progt^-W- This study provided the
 
participating students and faculty a tangible example of
 
action research effectiveness. Iii addition, it did this in a
 
very personally impacting and effective manner. The
 
potential for the internalization of the social work values
 
. ■ ■ . 1 " ■ . ■ . ■ ■ ■ ■ ' 
and ethics of the experience werd real and immediately
 
palpable. The ability to convey tiheir concerns to faculty
 
without fear of repercussion unleashed a swell of emotion
 
and thought as evidenced by the Commentary captured in the
 
, i' ,
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter. Tihis exercise in empowerment
 
alone may be accessed by these st|udents later in their
 
professional lives'.
 
The full utility of this study bears further
 
■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ ■ , ' 1 
investigation. The results of this study speak only to, the
 
■ ■ I ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
immediate need for the beginningsj of a mutual problem
 
solving dialogue. The program evalluation needs of this
 
department of social work were not comprehensively
 
addressed. However, the resulting; intervention product, the
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter, c'puld serve programming
 
needs by providing a beginning framework for a thoughtful
 
discussion of the issues. The resplts of this study promote
 
one of the most fundamental ethics of social work;
 
 empowerment. Beyond merely readipg, discussing the concept,
 
or even promoting it in client populations, this study
 
serves as a tangible example of jthis ethic to those students
 
and faculty who participated. I
 
This study asked:
 
j . ■ 
"How does the responsiveness to student concerns by faculty 
and administrative staff, through the vehicle of a "Question­
and-Answer Newsletter", affect the level of student
 
satisfaction in the M.S.W. program at California State
 
University, San Bernardino?" j
 
Literature Review
 
The availability of "satisfaction" research as it
 
relates to employment satisfaction is extensive. It is of
 
particular interest because much;of the formulation for
 
student satisfaction research has its roots in this body of
 
work. Organizational researchers!and executives have had a
 
vested interest in understanding'how job characteristics
 
relate to job productivity and job satisfaction (Finaly,
 
1994). The results of this work have included a reevaluation
 
and consequent addressing of jobirelated issues such as
 
burnout, alienation, lack of motivation and hampered
 
productivity. The evident congruency between job
 
satisfaction issues and student satisfaction has directed
 
the linking of the two bodies of research work. Therefore,
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student satisfaction research ha^ resulted as an outgrowth
 
of the former. ;
 
In job satisfaction research, measurement of
 
satisfaction with any particular activity has been done by
 
" ■ ■ ■ i ' , . ■ ■ ■ • 
defining certain characteristics,at a perceptual level, or 
the perceived attributes of the job. Among the more relevant 
personal characteristics affectihg perception are attitudes, 
motives, interests, past experieijice/ and expectations
 
(Broadbent, 1998). These characteristics are measured in 
■ ■ L ' 
most studies by the notion of ne^d fulfillmeht (Finaly, 
1994). The dominant paradigm andjresearch findings have 
clearly indicated that it is not■the objective 
characteristics of the job but how the individual perceives 
his/ her job that is the salient:predictor of an 
individual's job satisfaction (Finaly, 1994) . 
Broadbent (1998) adds that 4^c:^®^singly psychologists 
regard satisfaction with an actiyity as the emotional or 
affective part of the attitude tciward that activity. This 
approach assumes that the bio/psycho/soclal aspects of one's 
environment affect satisfaction iin some direct way. 
Consequently, the effects of thoSe conditions depend 
considerably on an individual' s jierceptions of the causes of 
those conditions (Broadbent, 199^). 
 Research has shown that if the perceived problem is
 
. . I
 
associated with an external factor, beyond the individual's
 
control, then the likelihood of the problem leading to
 
dissatisfaction is more probable|(Lister, 1995). It follows
 
that if the individual is given some vehicle by which to
 
affect the problem, then satisfaction will increase.
 
Prior investigations of student satisfaction with
 
Master of Social Work Programs have focused largely on
 
student satisfaction as it relates to their field work or
 
field practicum experiences. Cimino, Gimino, Nuehring, and
 
Wisler-Wladock (1982) identified:five independent factors
 
indicating different types of satiisfaction with field work
 
for M.S.W. students. These included global satisfaction,
 
satisfaction with the relationship with the instructor,
 
sense of belonging, satisfactionjWith the quality of the
 
agency, and satisfaction with thej quality of supervision. It
 
was concluded that student satisf.action could not be treated
 
as a unified concept, but was instead based on various
 
factors or aspects of the experiehce with field, (Cimino,
 
Cimino, Nuehring, Raybin, Wisler-Waldock, 1982). That and
 
similar studies found that student satisfaction with field
 
placement was a multidimensional! construct that was
 
influenced by a variety of factors (Cimino, et al, 1982;
 
Fortune, et al, 1985, Sc Kissman and Tran, 1990). Other
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identified potential predictors Of graduate student
 
satisfaction included the quality of field instruction and
 
. i" i ,
 
communication with the instructor (Fortune, et al, 1985).
 
Research findings indicate as well that one of the most
 
powerful predictors of satisfaction with the field
 
experience was the satisfaction vjrith the field work
 
instructor relationship (AlperinJ 1998)• Other studies
 
echoed similar results underscoring the importance of a
 
satisfactory relationship with the student's instructors
 
that included ongoing feedback arid communicatioii regarding
 
the student's status (Alperin, 1998; Finaly, 1994;
 
Broadbent, 1998), I
 
The healthy. Open exchange of information, concerns,
 
and ideas that occurs in fieldwork consultation and 
■ ■ ■ . ■ ; ■ ■ ; . 1 . , 
supervision sets a standard for j^roblem solving. Guiding
 
students through a course of graduate social work; however,
 
i ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 
is an ongoing process of evaluation, reclarification, and
 
reevaluation (B. Koerin, P. Harri|gan, & W. Reeves, 1990).
 
■ i ,
Research that measured the impactj of intervening factors on
 
changing levels of students satisfaction is not available.
 
However, it has been shown that the transition from student
 
to social worker is a process tha't social work educators do
 
not control, but can facilitate (fe. Koerin, P. Harrigan, &
 
W. Reeves, 1990). As the field work instructor impacts on
 
11
 
  
 
 
the satisfaction ofi the field work Experience,-the social ;
 
work educator is vital in the development of the social
 
worker from mere student to professional• The responsibility
 
looms large, but is not in its ehtifety the responsibility
 
of any one of the forces that affects the student's life.
 
Embroiled in this development is|the student himself. The
 
social work curriculum inculcates the values of empowerment,
 
self determination and the dignity and self worth of the
 
individual. Students develop skills reflecting these values,
 
and, hopefully, experience relationships with faculty, field
 
" ■ ■■ , ■ '■ ■ ■ ' ■ 
instructors, and other professionals who model them (B. 
Koerin, P. Harrigan, & W. Reeves,! 1990) . 
In the role of adviser, faculty are found to be 
invaluable in facilitating transition from student to social. 
work professional especially for|the younger M.S.W. student 
(B. Koerin, P. Harrigan, & W. RedveS, 1990) . The 
' ' ! ' 
relationship between student and .instructor/ faculty again 
is underscored as vital. Full time M.S.W. students as well 
i ■ ■ 
as part time students are faced With acting out multiple 
roles in their lives and the existence of this academic and 
sometimes personal support can hdlp alleviate the stress 
endured in undertaking a graduate education in social work. 
. . . I ■ ■ ■ 
12 
  
 
 
Multiple role enactment, however, may be associated
 
with a variety of benefits, such|as exposure to multiple
 
■ ' ' i ' ■ 
resources for tangible and emotional support. Consequently,
 
and despite presumed logic, part|time students may
 
■ . I ^ . ■ ■ . 
experience higher levels of adjustment than is the case for 
"■ , ■ I ■ ; - . . ■ ■ . 
full time students (Potts, 1991) . 
Several researchers have documented that part-time 
i ■ 
graduate students were more likely to also work (Potts, 
1991) . In instances such as these the perception of familial 
support, no matter how that manifested itself, seemed to 
reduce the vulnerability to stress. And as the data show, 
perceptions of role demands wereimore powerful predictors of 
■ ■ ■ ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ • 
stress and role strain than actual role situations (Home, 
1997) . 
It is reported that academic outcomes between part-time 
and full-time students are equivalent (Potts, 1991) . 
However, because part-time enrollment often involves 
responsibilities outside the realm of academics, such as 
marriage, parenthood, and employment, it is reasonable to 
predict that part-time enrollment is also associated with 
role stress (Potts, 1991) . This ilncrease in extracurricular 
role related stress would seem tq exacerbate any existing 
school related anxiety and reduce' student satisfaction. 
13 
  
 
 
However, the cdmposite of tiiese various role
 
enactments, and the ensuing stress leaves many faculty at a
 
loss with how to respond (Home, 1993). One obstacle to
 
1 . .
 
responsiveness, is the lack of eihpirically based guidelines
 
identifying which situations increase risk of stress and
 
! ■ 
role strain and which supports reduce vulnerability (Home,
 
1997).
 
^ i
 
The measurement of student satisfaction and how to
 
achieve increases in this is a difficult prospect. Whether
 
the underlying motivation is eveiitual increased programmatic
 
effectiveness, or improved studexit academic outcomes, or
 
even increased positive regard fgr the school in its
 
community, research findings indicate that the construct is
 
a multifaceted one. During the cdurse of reviewing the
 
available relevant literature, it was found that studies
 
conducted to measure student satisfaction focused largely on
 
perception of satisfaction based ion linear, one directional
 
relationships with factors that influenced the students'
 
■ ■ ■ ■ i ' ; ■ 
levels of satisfaction. Students lassociated their levels of
 
satisfaction with how much support was received or
 
available, or to the availability of^ academic resources in
 
their environs. The implication is that the subjects of most
 
of these studies were passive rec'eivers of services,
 
consumers as it were. Faculty, ad,ministration, and school
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personnel were shouldered with tlie hardy and, as reported in
 
some of the findings, the unachievable responsibility of
 
ensuring student satisfaotion.
 
At the outset of this section, this writer indicated
 
that the precursor to student satpisfaction research was job
 
■ ■ j , ' 
satisfaction research. Interestihgly, in job satisfaction
 
research some of the indicators that were the greatest
 
■ ■ ■ I , . 
predictors of satisfaction were autonomy, task clarity,
 
challenge, and variety (Finaly, 1994). The studies looked at
 
the opportunity for these individuals to exercise freedom of
 
personal will. They also consideired the employing of
 
standards of personal responsibility in completing tasks and
 
the availability of varied tasks.: This implies that these
 
subjects were active participant^ in the generation of their
 
own satisfaction. Despite this general incongruence in
 
. . . . ■ I' 
measurements of satisfaction, one study did speak to student
 
i ■ 
participation in the generation qf their own satisfaction.
 
• I ■ ■ ■ , ■ ■ 
Essential to the process of itransitioning students to
 
professionalism is the implementation of appropriate
 
evaluative procedures which involve all the participating
 
members of the program (Broadbenti, 1998). This broad based
 
. , ■ i ■ 
approach to program evaluation shjares the task amongst all
 
including the "recipient of servijces" and to a good extent
 
i ■ ' 
empowers them. These students are. given responsibility for
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the direction that their education takes. The results
 
indicate that the levels of satisfaction tend to be higher
 
when students perceive themselves as having some control
 
over their environment and are a|)le to influence outcomes
 
such as their level of satisfaction with their placement and
 
• ■ . ■ j ■ . . 
teaching (Broadbent, 1998). 
The ability to choose their placement and the ability 
to sit on curriculum committees 4xists for the M.S.W. 
students at California State University, San Bernardino. The 
department utilizes the Student .^ssociation as one channel 
for the conveyance of concerns and issues from students to 
faculty and administration. The faculty and administration 
post, office hours at which time they are available to 
receive individual concerns. The department as well employs 
mediums such as seminar courses,iorientations, and written 
communications to the students to convey concerns or address 
! ' 
issues. Programmatically, this body of students seems to be
 
afforded the opportunity to participate actively in their
 
own education. Currently the department employs a data
 
collection tool that measures student satisfaction in
 
' I ' 
various areas. 
■ ■ . . - ■ ■ ' 
The department has increased considerably in population
 
in the last year as it has attempted to meet the demands for
 
increased capacity by the community, but has been unable to
 
16
 
  
 
 
commensurately increase faculty resources. This dynamic is
 
echoed in a previous study of Programs which found
 
that some of this lack of growth;in M.S.W. faculty is the
 
result of a generalized scarcity!of resources affecting most
 
universities, (McMurtry & McClelland, 1997). There exists in
 
this department a scarcity of resources and the ensuing
 
dynamic could potentially preclude faculty and
 
administration from effectively responding to student
 
' ■ ■ ■ i ' . ■ ■ ■ ■ 
concerns. In light of all this, a medium for enhancing the 
perception of support received bj'" students in order to 
, , ■ i 
increase levels of student satisifaction, appears to be
 
warranted. !
 
Serving the interests of this study is the Scarcity
 
i • , ■ 
Hypothesis which maintains that multiple role enactments are
 
associated with high levels of stress and poor psychological
 
adjustment (Goode, 1960). This has been employed to study
 
the effects of multiple role strdin in part time graduate
 
students of social work. This theory posits that given the
 
amount of limited human time andjenergy that exists in each
 
of us, a variety of rOles could force the individual toward
 
constant compromise in fulfilling all their role
 
obligations. It further posits tHat Individuals who need to
 
allocate energies and skills to jjeduce role strain to
 
bearable proportions tend to avofd certain roles and are
 
, 17 1 ,
 
. . I ■ ■ , 
[ ^ ■ ■ ■ • 
  
 
 
 
forced into a series of "role bairgains" (Goode, 1960). This
 
, , ■ ■ i 
would diminish the person's capacity to tolerate stress and 
■ ■ ■ 1 ■ 
could compromise performance in all roles.
 
This is.echoed in various models that Luther and 
■ ' ' ' . ■ . i ■ ' ■ 
Ziegler (1991) employed in a study of vulnerability and
 
tolerance. The compensatory model indicates that stress can 
lower levels of competence or it I can improve adjustment 
levels. The challenge model shows, that stress continues to 
enhance competence in role enactt(\ent provided the levels Of 
stress are not too high. ■ 
In addition to this, data sllows that the mere
 
perceptions of role demands are predictors of role strain
 
(Home, 1997). This perception impacts the interpretation of
 
the individual's environmental st^ressors. This study
 
■ . ■ ­
explores student perception of faculty support via faculty
 
responses to student concerns and its influence on the level
 
i . ■ ' . . ' 
of their satisfaction with the program even in the face of
 
increased extracurricular role demands.
 
The utility of a study of this nature permeates short
 
and long term objectives for both students and for the
 
program. The exercise of beginning a dialogue toward change
 
that will improve student satisfaiction may impact the
 
lasting impressions the students,vand eventual alumni, have
 
of their educational experience. iThis impression could
 
18
 
I
 
impact long term support of their department when these
 
alumni enter the profession. In kddition, the general
 
attractiveness of the department,to new students by creating
 
an outside image for the department can also be a positive
 
long term outcome, (Finaly, 1994). More immediately, the
 
direct result this study is that]it begins to perceptually
 
provide the studeht body with some ownership of their
 
educational experience and potentially provide them with
 
increased satisfaction with the bverall program.
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■ ' ■ I , ■ ■ ■ . ■ 
■ . ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . • . . i • , , 
. ■ i ' . ■ 
METHODS 
Purpose of the Study [
 
The Department of Social Work at California State
 
University, San Bernardino has increased enrollment
 
considerably in the last year. It has created an additional
 
full-time cohort of students. It!has done so in an attempt
 
to meet the demands for increased capacity by the community,
 
but has been unable to commensurately increase faculty
 
resources. The ensuing dynamic of rdduced available time per
 
Student that this scarcity of faculty resources forces,
 
could potentially preclude faculty and administration from
 
effectively and more thoroughly responding to student
 
concerns. Various vehicles for relaying student concerns
 
exist. These include mediums such as the Student
 
Association, seminars, opportunities for students to sit on
 
various committees, and written gommunications. Despite
 
their existence and potential foi being effective sounding
 |, . ..
 
boards for student concerns, participating in these
 
- 'I
 
activities seems to as well increase role demands on
 
students. Therefore, students already overwhelmed with
 
managing the entirety of their varied roles, tend not to
 
participate. This in turn createg a gap in the constructive,
 
problem solving discourse betweeri faculty and students that
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could prove beneficial to the department. This participatory
 
. ■ ■ ■ ■ , I ■ : ■ ■ . . 
research study is an attempt to bridge that gap.
 
This Study explores the relationship between faculty
 
responsiveness and student satisfaction levels at California
 
State University, San BernardinoIs M.S.W. Program. It
 
involves the students and faculty in the research study
 
intervention. This study measures the impact of one vehicle
 
for communication between students and faculty, a "Question­
and-Answer Newsletter". '
 
Methodology ' ,
 
Action Research was the research method employed in
 
this study. Action research methodology calls for the
 
participation of the persons affected by the research.
 
Participating in the exploration lof the presenting issue
 
provides the participants with the ability to have an impact
 
on the issue. Research findings indicate that when
 
. . . I ■ ■ . 
individuals are given some vehicle to affect a presenting
 
i
 
problem in their environment, levels of satisfaction
 
i ■ ■ : ' ^ ■ 
increase. Real and potential benefits were derived from
 
using action research. One real idenefit is that students
 
I ' ■ 
were given the opportunity to be :empbwered by participating 
in the development of the fesearqh intervention, the 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter. Ai potential benefit is that 
a reflective and potentially permjanent process for 
21
 
communication may have been activated. The value of
 
providing students a safe forum for expression of
 
dissatisfaction and concerns may!prompt faculty and
 
1
 
administration to pursue similar I vehicles for communication
 
in the future.
 
Sample
 
For this study data were collected from two cohorts of
 
students in the M.S.W. program; one full-time cohort, (the
 
Monday/ Wednesday, first-year student cohort) and one part-

time cohort, (the second-year pait-time student cohort). The
 
cohorts of students were chosen iksihg the following
 
criteria: cohorts must consist of current students in the
 
M.S.W. Program at CSUSB, either part-time or full-time, and
 
cohorts that would remain largely intact from the Winter
 
Quarter 2000 through the Spring Quarter 2000.
 
Ensuring anonymity was imperative to the administration
 
of surveys and development of the intervention in this
 
, ■ ■■ ■ ■ • ■ ! ; ■ 
study. In order that students experience permission to ask
 
programmatic questions that might; be considered sensitive,
 
their anonymity had to be assured- Purposive sampling was
 
employed in the choosing of cohorts to facilitate the nature
 
of the Study. The study could noti individually track and
 
match pre and post surveys of stiidents participating. The
 
data analysis focused on group comparisons between group pre
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and post test survey results. The exact number of
 
respondents and consequent sampld size could not be
 
established as the cohorts did not remain entirely intact
 
from pre survey to post survey and because all participation
 
was anonymous. However, the number of pre-surveys
 
administered to the two cohorts in the Winter quarter was
 
44. The number of post-surveys administered to the two
 
cohorts in the Spring quarter was 46.
 
Instrument
 
The instrument utilized for the research was adapted
 
from an existing instrument that 1 has been used to measure
 
various aspects of student satisfaction. Currently the
 
M.S.W. programs at the California State Universities of Long
 
Beach, San Diego, and San Bernardino employ very similar
 
instruments. The overall evaluation instrument employed in a
 
study conducted at Long Beach in 1991, from which this
 
measurement tool was derived, ha^ been used at the Long
 
Beach and San Bernardino campuses for a number of years. The
 
tool has not been formally tested for reliability or
 
validity. However, the adapted version at Long Beach, from
 
Which this instrument was derived, reports a high degree of
 
■ • . ■ . ■ I ■ ■ ■ . ■ . 
internal consistency. The tool responds to the issue of 
cultural sensitivity as it is designed to be accessible to
 
graduate students in social work,! in and of itself a
 
I . ■ . 
I ,
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 culture. Despite the diversity that is represented by those
 
surveyed, as graduate students, their collective educational
 
and intellectual level, made thejuse of the tool easily
 
amenable to them.
 
The data collected consisted of 29 responses to a
 
survey consisting of 4 point Likert scales which were
 
ordinal in level of measurement.iThese scales were used to
 
measure,the dependent variable, "satisfaction" as it relates
 
to faculty and administrative responsiveness. Students were
 
asked to indicate the extent to vjrhich they agree with each
 
item: 0=Don't Know or Not Applicable, l=Strongly Disagree,
 
2=Disagree, 3=Agree, 4=Strongly Agree. (See Appendix A.) The
 
scale statements represented itetifis which have relevance to
 
student satisfaction as it relates to faculty and
 
administrative responsiveness toitheir concerns.
 
Various categories were covered by the totality of the
 
scales employed. "Departmental Faiculty" was explored as a
 
category via student responses tO scales concerning their
 
perception of faculty attitudes, 'competency, and
 
professional behavior. "Administration" was explored in
 
terms of student perceptions of ajdministrator competency and
 
general attitudes. "Student Servijces" was explored as a
 
category using scales that refledted student responses to
 
. I
 
statements regarding advising, policy formulation, student
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rights, and student services. In addition to this, another
 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . . i . . 
I ■ , ■ ■ ■ . 
category explored student responses to scales touching on
 
"Overall Departmental Educational Milieu". These addressed
 
social climate, feeling supported and encouraged, provision
 
of information regarding curriculum and professional
 
■ 1 
activities, and student perception of the employing of
 
social work ethics in the governance of the department. "The
 
Department as a Reference Group" :was a category that enabled
 
the students to reflect on their lidentified sense of pride
 
with regard to the department ahd| how the community is
 
impacted by the department in reliation to issues of concern
 
to social work. "Overall Perceptions" was a category that
 
addressed the students' feelings about their overall
 
personal satisfaction with the prpgram and their comfort
 
with recommending the CSUSB Department of Social Work to
 
anyone interested in social work education. Finally, the
 
section,"Question and Answer Newsletter", addressed
 
participation in the development pf the intervention
 
product. It also addressed the students' perceptions about
 
their level of satisfaction and how this related to their
 
. 1 . . ■ ■ 
ability to communicate their concerns to the faculty.
 
In addition, respondents werd provided a space for
 
comments at the end of the Likert scale items.
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The independent variables were Cohort Identification,
 
Concentration, Age, Gender, Ethiiiicity, Marital Status,
 
Number of Children, and Employmeht Status. These were
 
measured using categeries and were nominal except for "age"
 
■ ! . 
and "number of children" which were ratio in level of
 
' ' ■ ■ i " ' . ' 
measurement. :
 
Perceptions of particular circumstances have been
 
identified as key predictors in 'measuring the satisfaction
 
levels of students. For this reason, the tool employed
 
measured overall satisfaction as'it relates to various
 
aspects of the students' experiences. It is for this reason
 
■ ' ' ' 
as well that, for the purposes of this study, faculty
 
responsiveness was not delineate4 as specific behaviors
 
, i: ■ ' , ■ . 
exhibited by faculty. Rather, responsiveness referred to
 
their willingness to participate in the development of the
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter by simply responding to
 
student questions and concerns. Therefore, this study was
 
. - ■ I 
designed to measure the impacb of this one vehicle for
 
communication between faculty and students and whether this
 
format for responsiveness affects; student satisfaction.
 
This study asked, I
 
"How does the responsiveness; to student concerns by
 
faculty and administrative staff, through the vehicle of a
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'Question-and-Answer Newsletter',; affect the level of
 
student satisfaction with the program at California
 
state University, San Bernardino'?"
 
Procedure I
 
Because of the potentially sensitive nature of this
 
participatory study, the researcHer exercised caution,
 
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ I ■ . ■ ■ 
respect for all parties, and diplomacy. The times and dates
 
for the administration of the prd-surveys and post-surveys
 
were coordinated with faculty and department administration.
 
The surveys were administered before the beginning of the
 
class periods and the respective instructors were not
 
present during administration.
 
In the 5th week of the Winter quarter 2000, the pre­
■ i ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ' 
surveys were administered to the iparticipating cohorts in 
their classrooms. The researcher,, safeguarding student 
anonymity, collected their questions and concerns for the 
development of the "Newsletter"^fter completion of the pre­
survey. (See Appendix D.) These wete retyped verbatim and 
distributed to relevant members cif the faGulty and 
administration of the Department lof■Social Work at CSUSB. In 
the 8th week, the responses were returned to the researcher 
by the faculty and administration. These were compiled into 
the actual Question-and-Answer Ne;wsletter entitled "The 
28 
Messenger." (See Appendix E.) In the 1st week of the Spring
 
quarter 2000, the researcher distributed the Newsletters to
 
all participating students and faculty. In the 3rd week of
 
the Spring quarter 2000, the post-surveys were administered
 
to the participating cohorts in their classrooms.
 
Protection of Human Participants
 
As indicated in the "Policies and Procedures for Review
 
of Research Involving Human Participants" (Pg.7) (1),
 
"research in established educational settings..." is exempt
 
from general human participants requirements. Anonymity was
 
assured as clear identifiers were not requested from
 
participants and participants agreed to withhold whatever
 
information they did not feel comfortable in sharing.
 
The participants in this study were all adults and were
 
given an Informed Consent to participate in this study.(See
 
Appendix B.) Respondents were provided with information
 
concerning the purpose of the res'earch, the name of the
 
research supervisor, and her phone number, the type of
 
questions that were asked of them, and the guarantee that
 
the respondent cease participatioh in the study at any time.
 
Respondents were as well provided! with a Debriefing
 
Statement that included instructions on how to obtain
 
information about the results of the study.(See Appendix C.)
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 There were no physical, risks from participating in this
 
■ ■ ■ ■ . - . ■ • j ■ " ' . ■ 
study. To assure confidentiality,! no data was identified by
 
name. No one other than the researcher had access to the
 
subjects' individual responses.
 
Faculty and Administration were afforded the
 
opportunity for anonymity in the INewsletter. The purpose for
 
this level of conservativism in the process was to increase
 
the level of openness in communication between students and
 
faculty via the Question-and-Anslwer Newsletter. In the
 
development of the Newsletter, al|l questions submitted by
 
students were retyped by the resejarcher before submission to
 
faculty and administration. The pjarticipants were afforded
 
an opportunity to reflect solely on the benefits of open
 
communication without the potential hindrances of fear and
 
apprehension that may be associated with making oneself
 
vulnerable by asking difficult and sometimes sensitive
 
questions.
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 RESULTS
 
The survey consisted of 35 items that gathered
 
quantitative data concerning factors that impact student
 
' ■ ' i ■ ■ 
satisfaction. A total of 90 surveys, 44 pre-surveys and 46
 
post-surveys, were completed by students in the M.S.W.
 
Program at CSUSB. The pre-surveys and post-surveys were not
 
individually matched to gauge changes in individuals.
 
Rather, group results or T-^Tests jwere at the center of the
 
researcher's attention. The administration of the pre­
surveys and post-surveys to the Hwo cohorts of students
 
occurred over the course of two quarters. The interval
 
between the two administrations of the survey was a total of
 
nine weeks. The purpose of creating an interval was to
 
implement the participatory inteivention which included the
 
development and distribution of fhe Question-and-Answer
 
Newsletter. i
 
The data sets, pre and post,i showed very similar
 
results in demographic data. This stands to reason as the
 
two sets of cohorts are comprised of essentially the same
 
students. Of the 90 respondents> ,81% reporting were female
 
and 17% were male. The data revealed that 40% were married,
 
32% were single, and 22% were diyorced. The most represented
 
ethnicity was Caucasian at 65%, followed by 15% Latino, 6%
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 African American, 4% Asian. Americian, and 8% Other. Fifty­
■ ' ' ■ ■ i - ■ ■ ■ . 
three percent indicated that they had children while 46% did 
not have any children. ■ 
The data also indicated that! 30% of the respondents 
worked between 31 and 40 hours per week, 42% worked 30 hours 
or less a week, and 29% were not employed. Of the 90
 
respondents, 43.8% reported receiving financial aid or
 
grants during the year, while 56.;2% did not. Twenty-four
 
percent reported having no paid Social work experience prior
 
to entering the program, while 75.3% reported up to three
 
years paid social work experience. The reported results for
 
unpaid/ volunteer experience prior to entering the program
 
were nearly identical with 23.3% reporting no experience and
 
75% with up to three years of unpaid experience.
 
In the set, as age in years jincreased, the numbers of
 
individuals decreased. Thirty-foiir percent of the
 
respondents fell in the age grouP| 23-30 years, 32,1% were in
 
the 31-40 age group, 22.1% in the: 41-50 years group, and
 
12.6% in the 53 years and over gtoup.
 
The majority of respondents,! 53.9%. indicated that they
 
were in the "Mental Health Concen|tration" in the Program,
 
35% reported being in the "Children, Youth, and Families
 
Concentration", and 6% were in thje "Macro Concentration."
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An analysis of the data shoWs that on 11 of 29 items
 
surveyed there was a change in the desired direction,
 
suggesting an increase in the student satisfaction level
 
from the pre-survey to the post-survey over the nine week
 
interim. Changes in the desired direction were found in all
 
categories of variables impacting on student satisfaction
 
except for in one, "Overall Perceptions". In this category
 
of variables, which captured perceptions that were more
 
generalized to larger aspects of the M.S.W. Program, changes
 
occurred in the direction indicating a decrease in
 
satisfaction level. The followindf tables display the changes
 
that occurred in the desired direction suggesting an
 
increase in satisfaction.
 
Table 1. Faculty Responsiveness and Student Satisfaction
 
Increase In Group Scores/ T Tests
 
Pre-Survey: Striped Sost-Survey: Black
 
Strongly Agree
 
3.5
 
Agree
 
2.5
 
Disagree
 
1.5
 
Strongly Disagree
 
0.5
 
Don't Know- N/A
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Legend:
 
A. Student-Perceives Faculty As (llompetent
 
■ ■ ■ ■ I ■ ■ ■ ■ 
B. student Perceives Administration As Competent
 
C. Administration Exemplifies Beliaviors Expected Of
 
Professional Social Workers;
 
D. Social Work Department Assists Student With Use Of
 
Educational Services.
 
E. Social Work Department Manifests Mission Of Helping
 
■ . ■ ■ -, 1 ; ^ 
Profession v 
F. Student Perceives Social Climdte In Department As
 
Positive
 
Table 2. Faculty Responsiveness and Student Satisfaction
 
Increase In Group Scores/ T Tests
 
Pre-Survey: Striped Post-Survey: Black
 
strongly Agree
 
3.5
 
Agree
 
2.5
 
Disagree
 
1.5
 
Strongly Disagree
 
0.5
 
Don't Know- N/A
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Legend:
 
G. SW Department's Style Of Functioning Reflects Social
 
Work Values
 
H. SW Department Is Looked To By Community For Leadership
 
I. SW Department Has Impact Regarding Social Work On
 
Community
 
J. Q&A Newsletter Is One Way To Help Positively Impact
 
Student Perception Of Faculty Responsiveness
 
K. Student's Participation In Development Of Q&A
 
Newsletter Improved Overall Satisfaction
 
Two items in the section addressing perceptions about
 
the Question-and-Answer Newsletter(Table 2.Items J&:K) showed
 
change in the desired direction suggesting an increase in
 
the level of student satisfaction. One of these addressed
 
the students' perceptions about whether or not the
 
implementation of a Question-ahd-Answer Newsletter would be
 
one way to help them feel that fdculty could be more
 
responsive to their concerns Thd other item addressed their
 
participation in the development|of the Question-and-Answer
 
Newsletter and its impact on their level of satisfaction
 
with the M.S.W. Program.
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Although changes occurred inl the means of group data
 
between the pre survey and the pojst survey, the analysis
 
revealed that the results were ndt statistically
 
significant. Decreases in group trleans from pre to post
 
testing occurred in 18 items of the survey. Tables are used
 
to illustrate these. (See Appendiix F.) Of particular
 
. ■ ■ i ■ ■ ■ ' ' . ■ 
interest, however, were the commdnts that students provided
 
in the "Comments Section" at the lend of the survey. Of the
 
13 comments noted, there were seven that had a similar
 
theme. The comments' collective t|hrust was that although the
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter wajs an effective forum for
 
voicing student concerns, the ansjwers provided to students
 
by faculty were too vague and dic^ not fully or directly
 
answer the questions posed by stujdents. Some of the comments
 
were; "Answers were vague, ^politically correct...'",
 
"Answers were too vague, did not |increase my
 
satisfaction...", "The idea of a |Q&A Newsletter is great,
 
but faculty seemed to dance arounld the issues..
 
"...opinions and questions were Vioiced, but not necessarily
 
answered as the responses were vdgue...", "It was
 
frustrating to not have my questijon directly answered on the
 
Newsletter...".
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 DISCUSSIjON
 
The findings in this study rieveal that changes occurred
 
i ■ ■ ■ ' ■ 
in the satisfaction levels of respondents from pre survey,
 
through the development of the Qu|estion-and-Answer
 
Newsletter, to the post survey. Cjaanges occurred in the
 
desired direction on some of the variables impacting
 
satisfaction suggesting an increase in the level of student
 
satisfaction as a result of faculity responsiveness. However,
 
the findings also reveal that these changes were not
 
statistically significant. Findings included comments
 
thematically concurring that although the concept of a
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter was an effective way of
 
conveying concerns, the actual responses from the faculty
 
had a negative bearing on levels of satisfaction.
 
The question of whether the intervention tool, the
 
Question-and-Answer Newsletter, irhpacted student
 
satisfaction was not clearly answered. However, in the
 
literature review, Broadbent (1998) indicates that the
 
levels of satisfaction tend to be,higher when students
 
perceive themselves as having some control over their
 
environment and are able to influence outcomes such as their
 
level of satisfaction with their Educational experience
 
(Broadbent, 1998). Because the participating students were
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 empowered through the opportunity! to have their concerns and
 
! ' ■ ■ ■ 
questions addressed, this study seems to support Broadbent's
 
findings. In addition, Hunter and Saleeby {1978) support
 
that values, such as empowerment, are conceptual
 
abstractions drawn from immediate experience, are
 
affectively charged, and consequently become criteria for
 
directing action. As schools of jsocial work evaluate their
 
own effectiveness, in addition to' improving programming, it
 
becomes clear that involving students in the process can
 
also be an invaluable tool in reinforcing the ethics of
 
social work. Despite the outcomes], the inherent worth of the
 
process needs to be underscored. There is considerable
 
potential for internalization of jsocial work values such as
 
empowerment. This exercise in empjowerment may serve these
 
students later in their professional lives'•
 
Fortune (1985) identified other potential predictors of
 
graduate student satisfaction which included communication
 
with the instructors. In.this study, changes in the desired
 
direction, suggesting increases in student satisfaction as a
 
result of participation in the development of the
 
intervention tool, support that communication with faculty
 
can impact satisfaction levels pojsitively.
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However, Potts (1991) notes that potential stressors
 
such as marriage, parenthood, and employment, can be
 
associated with role stress and n e^gatively impact student
 
satisfaction. In this study 42% of respondents worked up to
 
40 hours a week during the time tjhat the study was conducted
 
and 53% of the respondents reported having children. The
 
stress associated with these extrla role demands on
 
respondents could have negatively impacted their
 
satisfaction levels, impacting the results of the study.
 
■ , I . ' ■ . ■ ■ 
Limitations and Recommendations 
Some of the limitations of this study included the
 
purposive sampling which limited respondents to two cohorts
 
■ , ' ■ ■ ■ ! ■ ' ' ' ■ ■ . . 
representing only a portion of the student body in the
 
M.S.W. Program. This was due to t|he limited time and
 
' ■ , " i 
resources of the researcher. For {future studies a larger,
 
more representative sample of th^ student body is
 
' ■ ' ■ I - ■■■ ■ ■ ■ ' ■ 
recommended. This will allow for |a diversity of students
 
representing the spectrum of the {student experience in the
 
department.
 
Another limitation of this study was the inability to
 
control for other factors impinging upon satisfaction
 
levels. It became clear to the researcher, as the study
 
progressed, that it would be difficult to discern whether
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 i 
the.intervention tool would be the actual catalyst for
 
change in satisfaction levels or whether other factors in
 
the milieu of student life would jinfect the study,
 
Concurrent to the course of this study, a review of the
 
Department Chair was taking place. That involved other
 
surveys and processes that also looked at satisfaction
 
levels in the department. This maiy have also had an impact
 
on this study's results. Researching the possibility of
 
planning in advance and anticipating barriers like this
 
would help the researcher work abound them.
 
One clear and anticipated limitation was the time
 
constraints under which the researcher had to work. The nine
 
week interim between pre survey and post survey may not have
 
been sufficient to gauge change in satisfaction levels. A
 
longer time frame is recommeded.
 
Finally the tool itself may hot have been the most apt
 
for this Study. Including more specific questions about the
 
actual interyention in the survey is advised.
 
Despite these limitations, there were strengths. The
 
researcher, who was also the President of the Social Work
 
Student Association at the time, had the advantage of having
 
frequent contact with faculty andj administration in the
 
department. This facilitated the^development of the
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Question-and-Answer Newsletter which by many accouhts was a
 
very sensitive task. It involved bhe diplomatic and cautious
 
handling of competing needs and interests among students and
 
faculty. Another strength was tha|t faculty and
 
administration who, although initially skeptical, were
 
eventually supportive of the project, recognizing its value
 
as the beginning of a constructive dialogue.
 
Implications
 
Broadbent (1998) cites that among the more relevant
 
characteristics affecting perception are attitudes and past
 
experiences. In addition research! findings have clearly
 
indicated that it is not the objeptive characteristics of an
 
activity, but how the individual perceives this activity
 
that is the salient predictor; of the individual's
 
satisfaction (Finaly, 1994). i
 
Faculty responsiveness to stiidents and its impact on
 
satisfaction level can rest on the premise that if the
 
student merely perceives that facility is responsive, then
 
their satisfaction levels will indrease. This is not to
 
imply that concrete responsiveness need not be employed, but
 
that faculty in social work schools can engage in exercises
 
that promote an awareness that, they are responsive.
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 ■ ■ i 
Schools of social work can duplicate the efforts of
 
this study by creating safe, open; forums for student
 
concerns such as question and answer newsletters. These
 
avenues can also take the form of' actual faculty/ student
 
forums or truly representative student associations. These
 
can be associations of student of|ficers who receive academic
 
credit for their participation inj addition to strong adviser
 
guidance. Aggressive, active recruitment of student
 
involvement for input to committees is another potential
 
avenue as well as providing students with "suggestion boxes"
 
where students generally congregate.
 
In the literature review Buchan (1991) notes that key
 
ingredients to successful program:,assessment of higher
 
education are faculty, administration, and student
 
involvement. This study captured all of these levels.
 
Schools of social work can use similar approaches to program
 
evaluation by giving one of their most important
 
constituencies, the student body,> the ability to participate
 
in evaluation. .Furthermore, providing students with the
 
ability to impact their environmeiat by engaging in such
 
exercises as the development of a question and answer
 
newsletter, endows them with a sejase of control. This
 
ultimately empowers the participants as agents of change in
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the very midst of what is actually research. Bringing to
 
life the concept of empowerment, schools of social work can
 
take teaching from lecture to very persona.1 experiential
 
learning. The integration of this core social work value in
 
students of social work can have a positive impact on the
 
profession of social work. Students experiencing a
 
participatory research project such as this can gain
 
tangible evidence of the value of empowerment before going
 
into the workplace.
 
Finally, this study embodies the collaboration between
 
one student researcher, two student cohorts, and a faculty/
 
administration with many and varied agendas. Involving
 
students in the weighty and subjective task of measuring
 
student satisfaction, sends a message that speaks of a
 
willingness, by faculty and administration, to be evaluated,
 
critiqued, and sometimes criticized. This difficult decision
 
goes beyond merely pandering to the interests of vocal
 
students as much as it resonates with being able to find
 
value in self evaluation, reflection, and willingness to
 
change.
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APPENDIX
 
Survey j ' ' ■ 
■ . i . 
■ ■ ■ , I • ■ 
Introduction
 
The purpose ofthis inventory is to provide an opportunity for you to evaluate certain
 
aspects ofyour studentexperience and consequent satisfaction as it relates to faculty and
 
administrative response to your concerns as a studentin the DepartmentofSocialWork. The
 
information that you and yourfellow students provide will assist theresearcher in determining the
 
effectiveness ofone vehicle for communicating concerns between faculty and students. Please be
 
assured that your responses willremain anonymous and will in no way affectthe evaluationof
 
your performance as a student. Faculty and administration will notknow who you are. The
 
researcher is primarily concerned with group responses. Yourresponses wiU be incorporated into
 
the Collective data ofyour class,further assuring your anonymi^.
 
Instructions
 
Thefollowingis a numberofstatements representing variables that are believed to be
 
reflective ofstudent satisfaction with various aspects oftoe prograni. These statements are
 
grouped into six general categories:(A)DepartmentalFaculty,(B)Administration,(G)Student
 
Services,(D)Overall Departmental Educational Milieu,(E)TheDepartmentas a Reference
 
Group,(F)OverallPereeptions,(G)Communication wiito Faculty&Administration. In
 
responding to the statement,please rely on yourown experiences. Be sure to respond to all toe
 
statements. I
 
♦ Please indicate toe degree ofagreementor disagreement with each question by using 
toefollowing scale:
 
4=SA(Strongly Agree) j
 
3=A (Agree) i
 
;2=D ..(Disagree). , . .i . .
 
1=SD(Strongly Disagree) I
 
0=DT orNA(Don'tKnow cfr NotApplicable)
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A.DepartmentalFaculty
 
1. Ihavefound members ofthe faculty to be Competentin terms ofthefunctions
 
and responsibilities assigned to them. i 
0 1 2 ; ' 3 4 
DTorNA SD D A SA 
2. 	 The attitudes offaculty toward me have reflected concern and responsiveness.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D ' A SA
 
3. 	 Myimpression is that members ofthefaculty exemplify the attitudes and
 
behaviors expected ofprofessional social workers.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
B.Administration
 
1. 	 Ihavefound administrators to be competentItenns ofthefunctions and
 
responsibihties assigned to them.
 
0 1 2 i 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
2. 	 The attitudes ofadministrators toward me have reflected concern and
 
responsiveness.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
3. 	 Myimpression is that members ofthe administration exemphfy the attitudes and
 
behaviors expected ofprofessional social workers.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
C. StudentServices
 
1. 	 TheDepartmental advising process and procedures have assisted mein my
 
professional education.
 
0 1 2 3 4_
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
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2. 	 There have been opportunities for meto pj^cipate in theformulation of
 
pohcies thatinfluence myeducation(LE.,Student Association).
 
0 1 2 I 3 4
 
DTorNA SD ~ D A ^A "
 
3. 	 Ibelieve myrights as a student have been respected and protected.
 
0 1_ 2 ' - 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
4. 	 TheDepartment has assisted meto make uise ofeducational services(I.E.,
 
registration,placement,financial aid,etc...).
 
0 1_ 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA ~~
 
D. OverallDepartmentalEducational Milieu.
 
1. 	 The overall environment ofthe Departmenthas reflected a hunianistic
 
orientation which manifests the mission anficoncern ofa helping profession.
 
0 1 2 ^ 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
2. 	 Ihave been encouraged to be actively involved in my education.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
3. 	 Generally,the social climate among studenfs and faculty in the department has
 
fostered in me a sense ofaspiration and security.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA ^D ~ D A~ SA
 
4. 	 The Departmenthas provided adequate information aboutits curriculum,
 
pohcies,and procedures. ;
 
0 1 2 ! 3 4 
DTorNA SD~ D ^A ■ SA 
5. 	 The process ofdecision-making and governance in the Departmenthas reflected
 
the values ofthe profession,especially the democratic principles.
 
0 1 - 2 ' 3 4
 
" DTorNA SD D A SA
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E.TheDepartmentasa Reiference Group
 
1. 	 In mycontacts with the students ofother dlepartments in the University,Ihave
 
had a sense ofpride in identifying myselfas a studentofthe Department of
 
Social Work.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
2. 	 Ifeel thatthe local social workcommunity haslooked to the Departmentfor
 
leadership in matters related to social work education.
 
0 1 2 3 4 
DTorNA ~SD ~D ■ ; A SA 
3. 	 TheDepartmenthas significantimpactupon thecommunity in relation to issues
 
ofconcern to social work.
 
1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
F. OverallPerceptions
 
1. 	 Ithink that social work is an important profession making significant
 
contributions to human betterment.
 
0 1 2 ■ 3 ■ 4 
DTorNA SD D A SA 
2. 	 Iam being adequately prepared to develop the competence required ofa
 
professional social worker.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
3. 	 I would feelcomfortablerecommending the CSUSB DepartmentofSocial
 
Work to anyoneinterested in social work education.
 
g 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A ^A
 
4. 	 Ihave derived a sense ofpersonal satisfaction from myinvolvementin the
 
overall educational experiencein the Department ofSocial Work.
 
0 1 2 3 4
 
DTorNA SD ^ D A SA
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5. In surnmary,my overallassessmentofthis educational experience for me is
 
positive. 
0 1 2 3 4 
DTorNA SD D A SA 
■ ■ ■ • • ■ ■ ■ ■■ . ■ ■ , ■ ■■■ 1 ' ■ ., ■ ■ ■ ■ • , . 
, ■ 
G.Ouestion and Answer Newsletter. 
1. 	 Iam comfortable approaching Faculty and!Administration with my concerns
 
directly.
 
0 1 2 i , ■ 3. ■ , ■ 4 
DTorNA SD D ! ■ A SA . 
2. 	 Having my questions addressed through a puestion and Answer Newsletteris
 
one way to help mefeel that Faculty and Administration can be moreresponsive
 
to myconcerns. |
 
.0 ■ . ■ .1 ■ . 2 . 1 ■ . ■ 3 . . 4 ; ■ ^ 
SA
DTorNA SD D
 
3.	 The opportunity to ask my questions ofthe Faculty and Administration
 
anonymously would be an opportunity to have my concerhs voiced.
 
0 1 ■ 2 i ^ 3 4 ■ „ 
DTorNA SD D SA
 
Ibelieve thatitisimportantto be able to cjonununicate my concerns to the
 
Faculty and Administration. I
 
0 1 2 I 3 ' 4 .
 
DTorNA SD D	 SA
 
Ibelieve that my increased ability to conununicate my concerns to the Faculty
 
and Administration improves my overall spnse ofsatisfaction with this M.S.W.
 
Progiam. I
 
0 1 2 ! 3 4
 
DTorNA SD D A SA
 
^ , i
 
Participating in the developmentofa Quekion and Answer Newsletter
 
improves my overall satisfaction with this M.S.W.Program.
 
0 1 2 3 4
, 

DT or NA SD D	 SA
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Coinments_
 
Yourcompletion ofthefollowing will helpt^researcher makesense ofall the
 
information youjust provided.
 
Note:Allanswersare confidential. Theaggregatefindings across classes is what will be
 
looked at. However,ifyou are notcomfortable answering anyofthefollowing,please
 
skip that question.
 
1. Are you a:
 
1. Full-time student MAV Cohort(First Year)
 
2. Full-time student T/Th Cohort(First Year)
 
3. Full-time studentMAY Cohort;(Second Year)
 
4. Full-time studentT/Th CohortICSecond Year)
 
5. Part-time student(First Year)
 
6. Part-time student(Second Year)
 
7. Part-time student(Third Year)
 
2.Is your Concentration in:
 
1. Children.Youth,and Famihes
 
2. MentalHealth
 
3. ^Macro Practice
 
3. Whatwas you undergraduate major?
 
1. Social Work/Welfare
 
2. Other.Specify i
 
4.How manymonths/ years of paid social workjrelated experience did you have prior to
 
entering this program?
 
Years Months
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5. How many months/ years ofunpaid(volunteer^ social work related experience did you
 
have prior to entering this program?
 
Years Months
 
Background Information
 
6. Age: Years
 
1. Gender:. Female Male
 
8. Ethnicity: African/ American .Latino .Asian Anglo Other
 
9.Marital Status:
 
1. Single
 
2. Married or Couple
 
3. Separated
 
A._ Divorced
 
5. Widowed
 
6. Other,specify
 
10.Do you have children?
 
■ ■ l._ Yes
 
2. No
 
11.During this quarter have ofbeen employed?(do notcountfield placement).
 
Yes,_ Numberhours/wepk
 
2, ■ No
 
12.Did you receive any financialgrants during the pastyear? 1. Yes 2. No
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 APPENDIX B
 
Informed Consent
 
■ ■ I ■ ■ 
The studyin which you are about to participate is designed to explore theimpact
 
offaculty responsiveness on student satisfaction. This study is being conducted by
 
Daniel Perez,a Master ofSocial Work student atCSU,San Bernardino. This study is
 
approved by the Institutional Review Board and th^ DepartmentofSocial Work. Along
 
with approximately 60students,you will participate in all portions ofthe study including
 
prC'test, your anonymous submission of "Questiops"to a Question and Answer
 
Newsletter,and a post test. You will be asked information about your assessmentof
 
various aspects pertaining to Departmental Faculty,Administration,and Student Services.
 
You will be asked to complete pre and post survejrs which will ask 29questions of you
 
some of which will ask that you give information dbout your personal background. You
 
maychoose to not participate in any or all ofthis research project. Atthe conclusion of
 
the survey,the investigator will be available to answer any questions you may have. You
 
can be assured that all information ypu provide will be held in strict confidence and at no
 
time will your personalinformation be revealed, fte project's final results willbe
 
reported after the data has been collected and evaluated.Should you have any questions,
 
please do not hesitate to contact me at(909)792-4|461 or myresearch adviser.Dr.
 
McCaslin,at(909)880-5501.Your signature belo"^ indicates your willingness to
 
participate in this project.
 
Your Signature —^ ^ signed.
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APPENDIXIe
 
DebriefingStatement
 
Thank youfor participating in this survey
 
The studyin which you havejustparticipated willexploreiffacultyresponsiveness
 
has an impact on student satisfaction levels here in the Department of Social Work at
 
California State University, San Bemardiho. |One tangible medium for expressing
 
responsiveness is your participation in the deyelopment of a Question and Answer
 
Newsletter. This study willexplorethe viabilityofa mediumlikethisforimprovingfaculty/
 
smdentcommunication.
 
Pleasefeelfreetoexpressanyfeelings youjmayhavenow aboutparticipatingin this
 
project. Youranswersandfeelings willbeheldin ^trictconfidenceandtheinvestigator asks
 
that you notdiscuss the nature ofthis study with bther participants.
 
If you are interested in the results of this study or have any questions about the
 
research atany time,you maycontactthis investigiator,DanielPerezat(909)792-4461. Or
 
you maycontactDr.Rosemary McCaslin, Research Adviser,at(909)880-5501. Complete
 
results wiU be available after June,2000.
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 APPENDIX jD
 
Question Collection Form
 
__ ^ ^ ■ 
Effective communication is vital tj.^ the mutual
 
understanding of concerns betiween two parties.
 
One step toward this understanding is answering questions
 
that are important. M
 
This is your opportunity to ask qikestions of the M.S.W.
 
Faculty.
 
Purposej
 
Your participation will help clarify concerns that may
 
affect all students. j 
Responses to all questions will compiled and a Question 
. ■ .. ■ ■ ■ ' i — . ■ • ' ■ 
Sc Answer Newsletter will be distributed to all M.S.W.
 
Students.
 
Parameter for Questions
 
Questions should address concerns that students in this
 
M.S.W. Program may face.
 
Your anonymity is assured.
 
Please write your question/ s below.
 
Thank you for your {participation.
 
Daniel Perez
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APPENDIX-

The"You have questions,they have answers"Newsletter
 
March8,20ClO- '.
 
"DotUd "Penef, "THcaettf0i in
 
This"Newsletter"is a collaborative effort between students and faculty in the MSWProgram at
 
CSUSB. It doesnotrepresentthe breadth ofstudentconcerns. Itis merely oneeffortto address
 
someofthese concerns. Thefollowing includes questilons collected anonymouslyfrom studentsin
 
ourM.S.W.Program. The ensuing responses w^re provided byfaculty and staffin our
 
department. The categjaries include:
 
Field Placement
 
Curriculum,Schedulinlg,&Electives
 
Faculty&Administration
 
Miscellaneclus
 
Commentb
 
"READON !!" "READON !!" "READ ON!!
 
FieldPlacement
 
1.Can wedesign ourownfield placementsthat wll meetour needsand educational goals?
 
If yes,how?
 
There are atleasttwo opportunitiesfor students to design iheirown field placements. Thefirst is
 
when they meetwith the Field Director,Mr.Petty,to sjelect theirfield placement site. The second
 
is through inputinto the department's fieldcommittee,!which meets atleastonce a quarter. The
 
field committee currently has student membership and we welcome additional studentinput at any

time. Thelearning agreementis meantto tailor the student's field experience to that student's
 
needs and educationai goals. This agreementis negotiated after dte field site has been finalized.
 
2. Why IsIt that weare discouraged from participating In field placements otherthan those
 
In thefield placement officer'scomputersystem?
 
There is a processfor accepting new field placementsites thatinvolves assessmentofthe site as a
 
learning experience and the developmentofcontract with those sites. We cannot place students in
 
field placement settings that have notgone through this process. Ifyoulookin vour field manual,
 
yoii will see thestandards that are used to assess placement sites. Weencourage the development
 
ofnew sites atany time. If you are aware ofany,these;should be broughtto Mr.Petty's attention
 
and he can startthe review process.
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3. Itisimportantfor studentsentering theirfirstfield placementto be given more
 
information and optionsregarding possible agenciei^. Doesthe departmenthaveanyfuture
 
plansto refine the field placement processso thatstudents willfeel morecomfortable and
 
educated abouttheir decision?
 
Thefield placementprocess has been refined overthe lasttwo years. For example,there is now a
 
directory offield placementsites available to students. Student's should requestacopy from Mr.
 
Petty. There is also a hstofagenciesin the department's new web site, which will soon be up and
 
4. Whyisthere notmoreinformation in regard to thecontextofindividualfield
 
placements?
 
Students whohave specific requests regarding contextualinformation thatis notin the directory
 
should talk to Mr.Petty.
 
Curriculum,Scheduling,&Electives
 
5. Thenumberofelectives offered rightnow appearto be very limited.Would itbe
 
possible to expand the numberofelectivesthatare offered?
 
The departmenthas afixed budgetforimplementing the program based on aformula. Also,
 
faculty have afixed workload. Within those constraints weimplementrequired coursesfirst and if
 
there is budgetorfaculty workload time remaining,we'implementelective courses. The only way
 
wecould expand this would be to have morefaculty and alarger budget. We are notslated to
 
receive these increases at this time.
 
6. When determining the daysand times Social Work electivesareto be offered,isstudent
 
inputaskedfor or considered?
 
When scheduling electives, welook at students' schedule ofrequired courses and schedule the
 
class for the time when moststudents would be able to attend. Wetry to accommodate personal
 
schedules such as Parttimers' workconunitments and fidl timers' need to have day classes.
 
However,wecannot satisfy every cohort's need every quarter. We,therefore,rotate timeof
 
electives so that each academic year,we have tried to accommodate each cohort atleastonce.
 
7. How can the"part-timers"be given more consideration when classes are being scheduled
 
so that wecan receivea full schedule rather than a haphazard after thought?
 
All classesforthe academic year are scheduled in the previous spring quarter. This schedule is
 
available in a pubhcation in the bookstore. The departmentissues a quarterly schedule as a
 
convenience to social work students. Minorchanges mayoccur after the scheduling plan has been
 
made according to faculty availability. '
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 8. In order toimplementChild Abuse Class ascorein curriculum,why can'tMacro Task
 
Groups&MacroPolicy bea combined class?
 
Wedon'tunderstand the first partofthis question or how itlinks to the second part. We would he
 
gratefulforsome clarification. Wecan answerthe seccind part separately. TheMacroTask group
 
(SW600)contentemphasizes agency,task group and community practice. Macro Policy(SW
 
606A&SW606B)contentemphasizes pohcy initiation and developmentin various decision-

making arenas(agency,community,legislative). These are different bodiesofknowledge that
 
need to be mastered. However,we are always developing our curriculum and the relevant
 
committeescould take alook at this suggestion ifit were explained in more detail.
 
9. Since Social Work with groupsand Social Work with Families areso different,whyare
 
there onlytwo classesin practice?
 
You makeagood point. However,we only havetwo years. Ifwe adda direct practice class,we
 
have to take a class awaysomewhere else in the program. All classes haveimportantcontent. We
 
cannotidentify a class that can be taken outofthe program.
 
10. Whydo the practice classes offered in this program seem to beso weak?
 
Weneed more detail to be able to answer this question: Ifyou feel that you are experiencing a
 
"weak"class,you haveseveral avenuesby which you can dosomething aboutthis. Youcan give
 
feedback on the student evaluationforms(these are read and taken very seriously). Youcan
 
discuss yourconcerns with your professor. You can givefeedback to the appropriate curriculum
 
rnmmiftpe. You Can talk to the Director ofStudentLife or the Director ofthe Program. Specific
 
constructive suggestions are welcome and very helpful.
 
11. Whydo wehavesofew electives to choosefrom each quarter?
 
See5 above. :
 
12. Why are you only offering usa"bargain baseibent"education?
 
Weare offering the besteducation possible with the funding provided by the taxpayer. Yourfees
 
payone third the costofyour education. The othertwo thirds comefrom State allocations to
 
California State University. So,although"bargain"may have a negative connotation,this is a
 
"bargain"compared to thefees required by private universities.
 
Faculty&Administration
 
13. Upon entering this program,Iwasassured thatthe program"cared aboutour well
 
being." Upon further interaction with administration,this has not been upheld. Ihave not
 
feltinspired bythe administration asto whatsocial work really is. We preach"Codeof
 
Ethics",butwedon't practice itin this M.S.W.Program. Whereis theconsistency in
 
foUow through with respectto the"valuesofprofeissional social workers"?
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If you have specific concerns about the ethical practices within this program,please talk to your
 
adviser.
 
14. Someclasses are taughtby non-doctoratelevel,inexperienced staff. Thisis severely
 
disappointing. Why are these individuals being hir^d to teach?
 
Why are non doctoralfaculty used as professors?
 
Whydo wehaveinstructors who are notPhlD/s?
 
Someinstructors are much more knowledgeablethan others. Whatis
 
required ofstaff before hiring in termsofe^erienceand education?
 
You may be delighted to know thatthe M.S.W.is aterminal professional degree. It qualifies you
 
to practice with clients,do research,and teach at both the community college and university level.
 
There are three kinds offaculty in our department. Thb firstkind is tenure track. You can only be
 
in a tenure position if you have a doctorate. All our teiiure track faculty have doctorates and a
 
range ofacademic and practice experience. The second kind is TitleIVE faculty. These faculty
 
have primary responsibility for students entering the Child Welfare profession. They may or may
 
nothave a doctorate and they have considerable experience. The third kind is adjunctfaculty who
 
teach on a parttime basis. The department has a conunitmentto"growing our own"adjunct
 
faculty locally. We,therefore, willencourage local social work practitioners who have nottaught
 
before but are interested in teaching,to teach a class for us in the area where they have had
 
experience. They may or may nothave a doctorate,they have a Masters level ofeducation,they
 
have practice experience,and they often have training experience.
 
15. Itseemsthatthe departmentcannotkeep good instructors. Why haveso many good
 
faculty left?
 
b. Why areso many ofthe social workfaculty membersleaving this
 
program?
 
c. Why areso manyfaculty membersunhalppy orleaving?
 
d. Whydothe expectations ofcertain instructorsseem biased?
 
A vibrantgrowing departmentsuch as ours will experience continual change. Justasin any other
 
work place,faculty and staffmake their own decisions abouttheir place in the evolving
 
organization. These decisions,though they affect all6fus,asin any other institution, are
 
confidential personnel matters. In reference to 15d,if you have experienced bias,please talk to the
 
instructor concerned whenever possible and/or your adviser.
 
16. Why aresomeinstructors not puton the class schedules?
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Sometimesinstructors make theirfinalcommitmentto t^ach in our program based on their outside
 
work schedule. Thiscan change. Therefore,the final decision on who will be teaching aclass
 
may be made after the schedule is circulated.
 
17. Whydo wehaveafield instructor whois also oiir facultyliaison? Isn'tthis is conflictof
 
interest?
 
You make agood point. Thisis an ongoing discussion among faculty members, Indeed when you
 
have yourfaculty liaison,yourfield instructor,and yout adviser as the same person,it adds to the
 
conflictofinterest. The ratioiiale for the instructor and the liaison being thesame person is the
 
need to be sure thatthe instructor isin continual contact with the agency. It's also more efficient
 
for a program with alimited mlmberoffaculty. The rationalefor the field liaison being the
 
adviser is the reality that this faculty memberis the only faculty member that you maintain a year
 
long contact with. Other courses generally last only onfe quarter. However,wecould revisit these
 
rationalesin the field committee.
 
18. Whomadethe drastic mistaketo makeDr.Mo^sChairperson?!!
 
How is the chairperson forthe departmentchosen?
 
Whatqualified Dr.Morristo hechair?
 
"Ithinkthe samethought atleast three times a day !! And you know who did?? Allthe other
 
tenure track faculty. They voted for me. A chair is chosen tiirough an open electoral process. A
 
call goes outfor nominations. When nominations closp,then the nominees present their
 
credentials tofaculty and students. The tenure trackfaculty then vote."
 
Miscellaneous
 
19. Can thedepartmentofSocial Work giveouta detailed outlinefor graduating students
 
regardingimportantdeadlines,due dates,and timeframesfor requirements associated with
 
graduation? Ifthis exists,wherecan wegetacopy?
 
These are all in the campus catalogue and reproduced in the M.S.W.student handbook.
 
20. Why doesthe departmentappearto he homophobic?
 
This is a vaguecommentsoI will try to offersome specificity. Thedepartmenthas curriculum.
 
One ofthe accreditation guidelinesfor the curriculumiis a need to address diversity in the broadest
 
sense ofthe word. As welook atcurrent syllabi, all classes appear to do this. The department has
 
faculty and staff. Itis the Human Resources policy ofthis campusthat discrimination ofany kind
 
willnot be tolerated You will be pleased toknow thatthe social work departmenthas one ofthe
 
mostdiverse faculty and student bodies on campus. If you experience aclass where diversity,of
 
anykind,is weak,we welcome yourinputand help iii strengthening the program. Ifyou
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personally have experienced attitudes ofintolerance with regard to ANY aspectofdiversity,please
 
talk to the person involved,ifat all possible,and/or your adviser.
 
21. Why doesthe choice offaculty notcelebrate diversity? Mostare white and straight?
 
In the hiring process,as in any organization,wedo notinquire aboutsexual orientation and wedo
 
nothire on the basis ofcharacteristic ofdiversity. Wel^eon the basis ofqualifications and
 
experience. In this department we have a totalof14fultime faculty. Wehave2African
 
Americans,1 Latina,2Asians,3 white males,and6white women.
 
StudentComments&Faculty Responses__________\
 
"A newsletter would bean organized formatto air grievancesofM.S.W.students."
 
Weare so excited;we have our first newsletter"TheNetwork"in your boxes. Perhaps
 
this can be another venuefor smdentinput. '
 
"Ihavefound there to be much rigidity within the d[epartment. Thiscan be measured by
 
theamountsofpolarization among administrators."
 
In this department we havefourfaculty with actaiinistrative responsibilities. Dr.
 
Morris (Chair&Director);Mr.Petty(DirectorofField);and Dr.Mary (Director ofSmdent
 
Life). We work hard to be ateam so we are unclear aboutthis comment.
 
"Ihave very mixed feelings aboutthis M.S.W.Program. When instructors tell you'thatis
 
alltheinformationPm going to give you for thetest!'- It makesmewonder-abouthow
 
much -they wantustoleam."
 
If you have concerns abouttests and grading,please talk to the appropriate
 
instructor and/or your adviser. Noone wants yOu to fail. We all want you to earn your
 
M.S.W.degree.
 
"Ihaveseen broad differencesin individualinstructors and administrators which makeit
 
difficultto answer questions covering allin both groups. It becomesa choice ofwho madea
 
biggerimpact -the staffmember whofacilitated a positive experience,orthe one wholead
 
toa negative experience."
 
Weneed more clarity to respond to this comment.
 
"Ifeel thatthereis only one professorin this progrW thattruly exemplifies whatthe
 
profession ofsocial workis all about. Sheis trustworthy,caring,compassionate,empathic,
 
and anEXCELLENTteacher. Dr.McCaslin is headsabovethe rest."
 
We all have considerable respectfor Dr.McCaslin.
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"Q&A Newsletter can be easily ignored byan administration that doesn't wanttolisten."
 
Wehope that you can seefrom the above that\ye have taken this project very seriously.
 
"There will always becertain legends orrumorsthateven aQ&A Newsletter won't
 
resolve."
 
Good point, you're right! :
 
"In termsofinformation that new students may firid helpful...Irecommend:
 
■ 
■ 
Someinformation on whattypes ofjobseach field ofpractice preparesstudentsfor 
.and \ 
Breakdown ofspecificjobsin termsofskills:used -whatyourday/week/year may 
looklike. To help peopleidentify wherethey bestfit." 
In collaboration withSWSA we are planning ajob fairin the spring quarter. 
•, 1 ■ . ■ ■ 
We wantto thank youfor this opportunity to respond to yourquestionsandcomments. Ithas
 
given ussome good ideasabouthow to improve communication in the department.
 
, Dr.Mary&Dr.Morris
 
Any questionsaboutthis Newsletter can be directed to DanielPerez.
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APPENDIX :F
 
Table3. Faculty Responsiveness&StudentSatisfaction
 
DecreaseIn Group Scores/T Tests
 
PreSurvey - Black PostSurvey - Gray
 
Strongly Agree 4
 
3.5
 
Agree s
 
2.5
 
Disagree 2
 
i.5
 
Strongly Disagree ^
 
0.5
 
Don'tKnow/NA
 
0
 
Group Mean Scores-Pre and Post '
 
A B C D e' i ■ F G H I 
PRE 2.95 2.75 2.19 2.15 2.11 , 2.38 
2.95 2.55 1.93 
; ■ ■ ■ j 
POST 2.78 2.65 2.13 1.95 1.93 2.28 2.74 2.46 1.71 
• . ■ ■ . . ■ - ■ 1 ■ ■ 
Group Mean Scores - Pre and Post
 
J K L M N ^ 0 P Q R
 
PRE 3.75 3.86 3.59 3.72 2.86 ! 2.31 3.25 3.52 3.45
 
POST 3.65 3.82 3.36 3.70 2.65 ' 2.26 3.23 3.47 3.23
 
Legend:
 
A.Faculty attitudes reflect concern toward students j
 
B.Student perceives faculty as displaying behaviors expected ofprofessional social workers
 
C.Administrator's attitudes reflect concern toward students;
 
D.Dep^mental advising assists students with professionaleducation
 
E.Student has opportunities to influence departmental policies
 
F.Student beheves their rights have been respected and prcjtected
 
G.Student has been encouraged to be actively involved in their education
 
H.Department has provided adequate information about pqhcies and curriculum
 
I. Studentfeels pride identifying with department
 
J. Student beheVes that social workis animportant profession
 
K.Studentis being adequately prepared to be a competent social worker
 
L Student would recommend departmentto a colleague
 
M.Studentis personally satisfied with involvementin their educationalexperience
 
N.Student beheves overall experience has been positive !
 
O.Studentis comfortable approachingfaculty directly witli concerns
 
P.Student beheves abihty to ask questions offaculty anonymously=having concerns voiced
 
Q.Student beheves thatit is importantto communicate concerns to faculty
 
R.Student beheves that their abihty to communicate concernsincreases their overall satisfaction
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